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Overview[ edit ] This article may need to be cleaned up. It has been merged from Professor United States. The
term "professors" in the United States refers to a group of educators at the college and university level. In the
United States, while "Professor" as a proper noun with a capital "P" generally implies a position title officially
bestowed by a university or college to faculty members with a PhD or the highest level terminal degree in a
non-academic field e. At some junior colleges without a formal ranking system, instructors are accorded the
courtesy title of "professor". Tenured and tenure-track positions[ edit ] These full-time faculty members with
PhDs or other highest level terminal degrees designated as acceptable by a university or college , engage in
both undergraduate and graduate teaching, mentoring, research, and service. Only faculty in these positions
are eligible for tenure. An introductory level professor. A position generally taken after receiving a PhD and
often, especially in the sciences, completing a post-doctoral fellowship. After 7 years, in most American
colleges and universities, a tenure-track faculty member usually assistant professor must be either awarded
tenure, or dismissed from the university. A mid-level, usually tenured, professor. Professor sometimes referred
to as "Full Professor": Distinguished Professor or Endowed Chair e. Smith Professor of Physics": The top
administrative post in many academic departments is the "department chair. While many department chairs
also hold endowed chair positions, the two positions are distinct. The titles are historical traditions; for
example, it is not implied that an assistant professor "assists" more senior faculty. There is often a strict
timeline for application for promotion from assistant to associate professor, most often 5 or 6 years following
the initial appointment. Applicants are evaluated based on their contributions to research, teaching, and
administration. The relative weightings of these contributions differ by institution, with PhD-granting
universities usually placing more emphasis on research and liberal arts colleges placing more emphasis on
teaching. The decision to grant tenure and promotion from assistant to associate professor usually requires
numerous levels of approval, with a common sequence being: A decision to reject a candidate for tenure
normally requires that the individual leave the institution within two years under the AAUP tenure guidelines.
Otherwise, tenure is granted along with promotion from assistant to associate professor. Although tenure and
promotion are usually separate decisions, they are often highly correlated such that a decision to grant a
promotion coincides with a decision in favor of tenure, and vice versa. Promotion to associate professor
usually results in an increased administrative load and membership on committees that are restricted to
tenured faculty. Some people remain at the level of associate professor throughout their careers. This includes
external reviews, decisions by the department, recommendations by members of other departments, and
high-ranking university officials. Usually, this final promotion requires that the individual has maintained an
active research program, and excellent teaching, in addition to taking a leadership role in important
departmental and extra-departmental administrative tasks. Full professor is the highest rank that a professor
can achieve other than in a named position and is seldom achieved before a person reaches their mids. The
rank of full professor carries additional administrative responsibilities associated with membership on
committees that are restricted to full professors. Two-year community colleges that award tenure often use the
"professor" ranking system as well. Non-tenure-track positions[ edit ] Individuals in these positions who
typically though not always focus on teaching undergraduate courses do not engage in research except in the
case of "research professors" , may or may not have administrative or service roles, and sometimes are eligible
for job security that is less strong than tenure. They may still be referred to casually as "professor" and be
described by the common-noun "professor", whether or not they officially designated that position title by the
university or college. Likewise, the term "instructor" is very generic and can be applied to any teacher, or it
can be a specific title tenure or tenure-track depending upon how an institution chooses to use the term.
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Professors of the Practice, and Professors of Professional Practice: This designation is bestowed on individuals
who have achieved a distinguished career in a specific field of practice engineering, management, business,
law, medicine, architecture etc. Such appointments are also being offered to individuals with academic career
backgrounds. These latter professors of practice are principally engaged in teaching and are not expected to be
significantly involved in research activities. Positions typically held by graduate students. TAs play a
supportive role involving grading, review sessions, and labs. In any event, these positions are notably not
considered "faculty" positions, and never vote in faculty elections or serve on faculty committees, etc. Even
their teaching is considered part of their training as students at the university. Part-time, non-salaried, faculty
members who are paid for each particular class they teach. Most adjunct faculty adjuncts are hired as a lecturer
or instructor. Originally, the title adjunct professor usually involved professionals employed elsewhere
full-time, or retired professional academics, and their teaching may have had a professional practice emphasis.
A full-time or part-time position at a university that usually does not involve tenure or formal research
obligations although sometimes they choose to perform research , but can often involve administrative service
roles. When in a regular, long-term salaried position of at least some minimal appointment level e. In some
colleges, the term Senior Lecturer is used for highly qualified or accomplished lecturers. A convention some
schools have begun to use is the title "teaching professor", with or without ranks, to clarify that these are in
fact true faculty members who simply do not have research obligations. Collegiate or teaching or clinical
professor with or without ranks: A recent title with many different variations, sometimes dependent upon rank,
these instructors may hold parallel ranks as their tenure-track counterparts i. In professional fields where such
positions typically involve a practical or skills-based emphasis e. Research professor with or without ranks: A
position that usually carries only research duties with no obligation for teaching. Research professors usually
have no salary commitment from their institution and must secure their salary from external funding sources
such as grants and contracts. These are often known as "soft money" positions. Although research professor
positions usually are not eligible to be awarded tenure, their ranks parallel those of tenure-track or analogously
instructional-only positions - i. Retired faculty[ edit ] Retired faculty may retain formal or informal links with
their university, such as library privileges or office space. At some institutions, faculty who have retired after
achieving the rank of professor are given the title "professor emeritus " male or "professor emerita" female.
Contrary to some beliefs, assistant professors, associate professors, and full professors are all, in fact,
technically professors. Usually students who have completed their doctoral studies seek positions as assistant
professors in colleges and universities. As they progress in their established fields through research, teaching,
and service, they can make bids for promotion and tenure, which typically elevates them to the rank of
associate professor. Associate professors who continue to establish high profiles and become experts in their
fields of study may bid for a promotion to full professor, which is considered an esteemed position reserved
for the most successful professors working in their fields. Note that in other English-speaking countries, the
term lecturer might have a different meaning. For example, in the United Kingdom and in Ireland, the position
of lecturer is equivalent to that of assistant professor in the US system. Assistant professor[ edit ] The rank of
assistant professor generally is held for a probationary period of five to seven years, [7] after which the
individual will either be promoted to associate professor and granted tenure i. As of , Occupation Outlook
Handbook notes that a significant proportion of any growth in academic professor jobs will be due to
"part-time and non tenure-track positions". Tenure After several years at the rank of assistant professor,
individuals are considered for a promotion and tenure. Tenure generally constitutes a lifetime employment
agreement, and could also serve as a means of protecting faculty whose research may be socially, politically,
or scientifically controversial. Associate professor[ edit ] Upon successfully receiving tenure, an assistant
professor usually is promoted to the rank of associate professor. If an applicant is appointed to the rank of
associate professor without tenure, the position is usually tenure-track with an expectation that the person will
soon qualify for tenure. At some institutions, individuals are promoted to the rank of associate professor prior
to receiving tenure. In these situations, the individual may eventually apply for tenure at that institution or,
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optionally, seek a tenured position elsewhere. In most traditional colleges and universities, this position is
always tenured; however, this may not be the case in a for-profit private institution or certain church-affiliated
universities and colleges. The rank of professor is the highest of the standard academic ranks in the United
States, and is held by The absence of a mandatory retirement age contributes to "graying" of this occupation.
The median age of American full professors in was around 55 years. Very few people attain this position
before the age of In some cases, these changes are offset by reduced teaching or research expectations.
Special academic ranks tenured [ edit ] Professor emeritus and emerita[ edit ] A full professor who retires in
good standing may be referred to as a professor emeritus for men, or professor emerita for women. This title is
also given to retired professors who continue to teach and to be listed. The title may also be given to full
professors who have left for another institution but are still working full-time. The concept has in some places
been expanded to include also tenured associate professors, or also non-tenure-track faculty. In some systems
and institutions the rank is bestowed on all professors who have retired in good standing, while at others it
needs a special act or vote. Depending on local circumstances, professors emeriti may retain office space or
other privileges. The word is typically used as a postpositional adjective "professor emeritus" but can also be
used as a preposition adjective "emeritus professor". There is a third, somewhat less common usage, following
the full title e. Endowed chairs are typically named for the person or entity who donated these funds, or for a
person whom the monies were donated in honor of, such as a distinguished emeritus professor at that
institution. Endowed chairs are best classified as a position rather than a career rank, because professors of
many different ranks could theoretically hold such a chair. However, due to the prestige associate with holding
an endowed chair, commonly associated with significant notability within their field, professors with endowed
chairs most often have already achieved the highest academic rank available within their university system e.
Other designations[ edit ] For non-tenure track teaching positions in the US, academic institutions use a wide
array of different job titles depending on if the position is temporary or permanent, if the work is full-time or
part-time, and numerous other factors. Adding to the confusion over the formal names of non-tenure track
positions, in almost every case the common-noun descriptor "professor" is used informally for people who
teach at a college or university, regardless of their formal job title, and the terms are often loosely
interchanged by faculty and administrators. For example, US President Barack Obama is commonly referred
to as having been a professor of law at the University of Chicago , when in fact he formally held the title of
senior lecturer, causing some controversy during the US Presidential Election. At some institutions, they teach
as their primary purpose, but they can also serve on academic committees. Since these positions are usually
non-tenure track, they often do not involve a research or publishing requirement, although many of these
professors do publish, research, and consult. Alternatively, at US medical colleges, the title "Instructor" can be
given to someone who is full-time faculty and who may conduct research with no teaching obligation. These
appointments can be tenure-track in some universities. Visiting professor[ edit ] An individual hired with a
college or university to teach for a limited time is sometimes referred to as a "Visiting Professor" or "Visiting
Lecturer"; this may be someone who is a professor elsewhere, or a scholar or practitioner who is not.
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